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ABSTRACT:  

From last few decades, so many terrific disasters had taken places. After that disaster various media or 
newspaper gives different news .If anyone wants to get accurate information about that disaster then he must 
read all the news of particular disaster. Therefore in this paper I explained a conceptual method called as domain 
ontology. In this paper, I explore the concept of ontology to summarize all over the information related with a 
particular disaster. This describes about the ontology as a conceptual model, provides a meaningful framework 
for semantic representation of textual information. In this project we explore the feasibility of using the ontology 
in solving multi-document summarization problems in the domain of Disaster Management. We provide an 
empirical study of different approaches in which the ontology has been used for summarization tasks. 
Hurricanes, earthquakes and other natural disasters cause immense physical destruction and loss of life and 
property around the world. In order to efficiently analyze the trend of the disasters and minimize the consequent 
loss of data in feature. For semantic representation of textual information, domain ontology will provide very 
useful framework. In case of solving multi-document summarization problems in the domain of disaster 
management, the feasibility of using the ontology is tried to explore. An empirical study of different approaches 
is provided where for summarization tasks, ontology is used.  

From last few decades, so profuse terrific disaster had taken places. After that jolt various electronic 
broadcasting or newspaper gives offbeat chitchat .If all wants to earn an indisputable reference approximately 
that setback then he must announce all the news of distinct disaster. Therefore in this free of cost I explained a 
conceptual approach called as dwelling ontology. In this complimentary, I penetrate the work of genius of 
ontology to lay out all from one end to the other the information thick with a contrasting disaster. This describes 
roughly the ontology as a conceptual epitome, provides a stunning framework for semantic cross section of 
textual information. In this duty we unravel the expectation of for the ontology in solving multi-document 
summarization problems in the dwelling of Disaster Management. We give an empirical study of antithetical 
approaches everywhere the ontology has been secondhand for summarization tasks. Hurricanes, earthquakes and 
other ingrained disasters cause enormous physical destitution and exodus of period and property completely the 
world. In decision to efficiently correlate the way of the disasters and cut back the consequent ceasing to exist of 
story in feature. For semantic cross section of textual information, home turf ontology will extend very snug as a 
bug in a rug framework. In how things stack up of solving multi-document summarization problems in the 
habitat of letdown management, the prospect of per the ontology is embarked upon to explore. An empirical raw 
material of diverse approaches is provided to what place for summarization tasks, ontology is used. 
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